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“A fascinating insight into the mind of the Roman emperor.”—Sunday Telegraph (London)Born in
A.D. 76, Hadrian lived through and ruled during a tempestuous era, a time when the Colosseum
was opened to the public and Pompeii was buried under a mountain of lava and ash. Acclaimed
author Anthony Everitt vividly recounts Hadrian’s thrilling life, in which the emperor brings a
century of disorder and costly warfare to a peaceful conclusion while demonstrating how a
monarchy can be compatible with good governance.What distinguished Hadrian’s rule,
according to Everitt, were two insights that inevitably ensured the empire’s long and prosperous
future: He ended Rome’s territorial expansion, which had become strategically and economically
untenable, by fortifying her boundaries (the many famed Walls of Hadrian), and he effectively
“Hellenized” Rome by anointing Athens the empire’s cultural center, thereby making Greek
learning and art vastly more prominent in Roman life.By making splendid use of recently
discovered archaeological materials and his own exhaustive research, Everitt sheds new light on
one of the most important figures of the ancient world.
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Andrew Maile, “Hadrian.......the first global geopolitician. A good read, lots of substance........well
paced, easy, digestible chapters, with clear text for the casual historian as well as the serious
student. The author explores Hadrian as an object of biography, not as a sterile academic 'term
paper'. What's really interesting here is the author's quiet allusion to Hadrian as an early
example --indeed, likely the original example-- of a world leader at the crossroads of history who
questions long held geopolitical assumptions. Like recent past examples (Richard Nixon, Deng
Xiaoping, Mikhail Gorbachev), Hadrian looks at the realities of the moment and has the wisdom
and courage to see and consider alternatives. In his case, it was the modest retreat of Roman
armies to much more defensible, stable borders, but still maintaining the lucrative broad
interests of the Roman Empire.....trade routes (the eastern Mediterranean ), key natural
resources (Great Britain),friendly allied tribes (present day Spain, Germany), etc. By retreating
from the Tigris, Euphrates rivers, moving south of the Danube and west of the Rhine, building a
wall across present day southern Scotland, Hadrian help launch a very stable period of
economic and social stability across the wider empire that still has implications to this day.
During a quiet interlude in the civil wars before the great denouement at Actium (31 BC), Mark
Anthony reached the Caspian Sea and present day Baghdad in hopes of overcoming the
Armenians and the Parthians......what would the world be the like today if the Romans had
remained for a few hundred years? By the way, Anthony had a large contingent of Jewish
mercenaries with him at the time.......very tough fighting men for their day.”

Andy H. Cr., “Interesting biography of a successful Roman emperor. In general, I like well-written
biographies of interesting people. Everett has written some excellent previous biographies of
important figures in Ancient Rome, including Cicero and Augustus. This biography is a little
different since Hadrian is not so well-known. Nevertheless, he was among Rome’s most
successful emperors, and seem to have been a knowledgeable, mature, experienced, and
intelligent leader. He also had a very solid military background which allowed him to make a
variety of important strategic and tactical decisions in an informed way. Wisely, Hadrian, as
emperor, ruled out future wars of Roman conquest. The Empire was already overextended and
increasingly unmanageable.The book also deals with Hadrian’s love of Greek culture and his
interests beyond geopolitics and warfare. Additionally, do not expect this book to begin with
Hadrian‘s first day as emperor. Rather, the author gives you a thorough discussion of Hadrian‘s
rise through the ranks and especially his service to the Emperor Trajan.The photograph
submitted with this review is of a bust of Hadrian.”

Howard Schulman, “a decent basic book on Hadrian. I enjoyed reading Anthony Everitt's book
on Hadrian. Like many other comments here, I too felt he spent too much time describing the
political world unto which Hadrian emerges. Frankly, the first half of the book where he does this



was on the boring side, and I almost set it aside.Thankfully, the second half where Everitt
focuses on Hadrian is much more interesting, particularly the themes of Hadrian's
(homo)sexuality and Antinous and how that was thought of in ancient Greece, ancient Rome,
and today, as well as Hadrian's love and support of Greek culture and his "Grand Tour" of the
Roman empire.I appreciated his introduction and afterwards where he explained particular
problems regarding the reliability of ancient sources on Hadrian. I also liked that Everitt
integrated the sources into the text, without the use of footnotes. (Is ANYTHING more annoying
than to constantly have to flip back and forth??)One concern I had was that the narrative almost
seemed too smooth, especially given what Everitt's says about the quality of the sources. He
does occasionally go through variations of what happened in particular instances based on the
different primary sources, it's just that I wondered about the validity of the rest.Additionally, I
would have appreciated much much more perspective on how Hadrian is perceived today and in
subsequent years, or how Hadrian affected the course of Rome. The final chapter does this but
it was way way too short.I'd like to give the book a 5 because Everitt is such a smooth and
polished writer and historian, but, given the above, a 4 fits better.”

Bellerive, “Good solid biography of a successful emperor. This is a very well documented
biography of the Emperor Hadrian based on historical writings of his contemporaries and later
historians. The author is careful not to make too many assumptions about Hadrian's personality,
private life and habits and focuses primarily on his reign as emperor and military exploits. Everitt
does have a chapter on his relationship with Antinous, the young Bithynian whom Hadrian was
so enamored with that he made him into a god after his mysterious death. He explores his
relationship with his contemporaries, his soldiers, and his officers more in depth than he does
Hadrian's family, assuming this is because of lack of written historical documentation. Everitt
also gives an excellent timeline of his travels across the Roman Empire, as well as his
methodology for keeping the pax romana rather than using up resources for further expansion.
Overall, an excellent book.”

A. T. Smith, “Loved it. Anthony Everett is one of the most effortless writers of ancient history, and
this latest book follows proudly on from his profoundly effortless biography of Augustus. And
what a character Hadrian is! Certainly not a perfect man, but a pivotal personage in the history
of Western Europe ... the first leader I've ever known of who was strong enough to say "That's
enough empire, kids. We're done." It could even be a beach read, if you're the kind (like me)
that would take history on vacation. Everett is in a class by himself when it comes to making
complex characters come alive for a contemporary readership. Looking very much forward to
who he plans to tackle next!”

john hindley, “Readable and informative.. This was a well written and readable outline of
Hadrian's life and times. It improved my understanding of how Roman power was exercised and



the limits imposed upon it.”

Mr Harmon, “Five Stars. super book really enjoyed and well writen”

MartinandKashka, “This is an excellent evocation of the period of time that Rome was .... This is
an excellent evocation of the period of time that Rome was ruled by, arguably, its greatest ever
emperor. I loved it and it really helped me to give credence to my novel The Love God by Martin
Campbell”

The Revd Glyn James, “Over the top. The book is encyclopedic - interesting but far too much
detail surrounding Hadrian.”

george welding, “excellent goods and service. Hi.excellent goods and service,Best Wishes,
George.”

The book by Anthony Everitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 183 people have provided feedback.
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